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challenged to represent our way of creative work-

There is sometime peculiar about how normal we seem to find all the

Non Food together – me as a student, and you as the department

ing and thinking within that setting. That very often

lifeless objects we have surrounded ourselves with. The objects that

coordinator. When I asked you what would be a suitable title for this

might be difficult, confusing, and perhaps also a bit

dictate our lives and we interact with on a daily basis are static and

publication you suggested Living Matter(s). Why?

lonely. But this is where we potentially make the

ageless. We prefer things to not be subjected to time and while we age

biggest difference as DAE creatives.
Because living matter matters. After looking at this year’s projects

it do to human beings replacing their natural environment, subject

we figured it was a good talking stick, a sort of a red thread. It re-

So you think a part of shaping the identity of the de-

to the cycle of life, for a static lifeless environment? Designers have

flects on the material we work with, but also our activist

partment is challenging not just who the designer

approach.

should be, but also where the designer should act?

been actively working to decorate our immediate surroundings with

Living Matters

few ageing things we interact with on a daily basis are our
fellow humans, some house plants and our food.
But even our food, grown from seeds, influenced by sun, rain
and wind, we like to perceive as a static object. Standardisation is key. Still, food remains perishable and cyclic simply
because it needs to be digested. One of the reasons why food
has not been part of the designer’s oeuvre in the past is it’s

Marije Vogelzang

things. Things in the endless state of new. In the urbanised world the
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The fruitful designer

and change over time, our material surroundings stay still. What does

ephemerality.
BA department head Marije Vogelzang

On one side because designers wanted more grip on food, on the
other side side because designers got drawn to organic materials and
processes, food and design as a new field of design is unfolding. More

Coordinator Robert Adolfsson
Teacher team Wieteke Brocken, Lucas Maassen, Lucas Mulliér, Mara Skujeniece,

I think it’s interesting when you say that the designIt’s a good pun I think.

er shouldn’t be this mythical creature, but that their
role should be seen as just as normal in an organisa-

Thank you! Hehe.

tion as the role of an accountant or a janitor.

So this period we’ve been collaborating with Agri Food

Yes, the designer should be on location, That way

Capital and Agri Meets Design in developing some of our

you can be more hands on and involved in the pro-

projects. The department is still learning how to walk, so to

cess. When entering these real issues settings we

speak, so I’m always curious about what the outcome from

are forced to define what our position is while we

such a collaboration will lead to. What is in your opinion a

are doing it. How did you see and experience this,

successful collaboration between Man and FOOD and the outside

Coordinator Robert Adolfsson +
Alumni Jonas Ersland

Hello Robert! We have been following the first three years at Food

being an DAE alumnus?

world?
Well at the Design Academy I think we learn how to develop these

Arne Hendriks, Earlwyn Covington, Marietta de Vries, Peter Hopman

As a department I think we have been fortunate by being undefined

intuitive ‘hooks’ to grasp onto things that are fleeting, like a notion

and more designers are appreciating the richness and the challenge

With special thanks to

from day one. We have this time had the opprtunity to work with

or a vague idea. And from there on we learn to develop them work

of working with living matter.

Ministerie EZ, Rosanne Metaal

organisations who sees the potential in that, and has given us a

it all into something tangible. And I guess that ultimately this is a

AgMD, programma-manager Judith Zengers

lot of trust. They also gave us access to different platforms and

way to let design play a role in settings or problems that hasn’t

a wide professional network. From the developed projects by the

been approached in this way before. However, I think it can be hard

students we see how these platforms were used differently, some

to make that step from creating something meaningful in a vacuum

Professionals that have been understanding this richness since the
beginning of time and work with growth, ageing and life are farmers

ZLTO, Marjon Krol
Food Up!, Ellen ten Bult

and food producers. For us, as Man and Food department, working

Publisher

students using them as a discussion setting, while others engaging

to use the same technique for a purpose in an already established

with people in the food chain enables us to go beyond the perceived

Design Academy Eindhoven

with them very practically. I think this type of collaboration is the

context. Especially in settings that haven’t been used to work with

boundaries of design. Working with living matter demands a flexible
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essence of what our department is about.

designers before. Or settings which designers are not used to ap-

attitude and a different perspective to the idea of design than work-
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ing with conventional materials. Farmers carry this attitude naturally. Connecting our students to food professionals opens up a space
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proach, for that matter.
I think it’s hard not to find ourselves in this position, since the topic
itself is tricky to work with in a vacuum, so to speak.

where both producer and designer is challenged to think differently

How do you think the department’s future collaborations can be
even more fruitful?

about their own field. This connection is an invaluable quality to de-

Design Academy Eindhoven thanks its Friends and Funders for their ongoing

Right. After a design education, a lot of design students will end

sign for life.

support: Baltan Laboratories, Bruns, Canon, Ecco Leather, Gemeente Eindhoven,

up working in a studio or in an relatively closed creative environ-

I guess what I found intriguing this time was probably to see how

ment. So you continue learning to design from others designer and

the students were pushed to reflect on what makes their work

creative environments, where everybody speak the same creative

meaningful or functional in a certain setting. In the end it’s high-

language, which in a way is really efficient. However that might

ly individual, since everyone has different qualities and their own

No part of this publication may be reproduced or trans-

also lead to that you stay in a safe zone of like minded and are

unique angle. I suppose being aware of your skills is one thing, but

mitted in any form or by any means without prior permis-

not challenged enough to connect with with other types of people

knowing how your work can have an actual effect is only achieved

sion from the publisher.

and professionals. I think DAE students should find themselves as

through experience by going out and applying yourself into the real

much as possible in different types of organisations and there be

world. To find a way to get your hands dirty.
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Merle Bergers

40% PULP lab
About 40% of all food that is being produced is wasted and a big

To do so the pulp has undergone many experiments in a LAB/kitch-

heap from this percentage are left-overs from the food industry.

en-setting, changing shape from bio-plastic or pigments, bread and

40% PULP lab is a project that focuses on the possibilities of these

hamburgers to edible carrot textile. Mapping out possibilities in a

waste-streams in our food production. In this case the focus point

broad scale, researching the potential. Using 40% pulp is a refer-

is carrot pulp, a by-product of baby carrot production.

ence to the 40% going to waste. It would mean using pulps potential on a bigger scale but also using 40% less of other materials.

In this project I have been exploring the versatilities of this pulp as
a material, a resource and a viable source of nutrients. Proposing to

In this way I hope to contribute in ideas to a future world of consum-

flip the script and make a change in perspective in what food-waste

er goods in which production processes cater towards each-other

means, or could mean to us.

and life-cycles are perfectly closed systems.

Clara Escalera , Isabel Prade Arboleda

‘Open Here’
Ketchup
“oh, peanuts... are those made out of peanut butter?” The approach

with our approach, we increase the transparency of the food in-

for this project was inspired by the naivety of a 21st century child;

dustry by visualizing and materializing the ingredient labels in an

one oblivious to food origins or production. We wondered how it

intuitive manner. we created a food language. A set of symbols that

would be possible to bring back the peanuts out of the peanut but-

stand for different elements within the list of industrial food ingre-

ter, in other words, how to reverse the industrial food process to

dients. by separating each ingredient into categories, and giving

reconstruct its original ingredients. So thats what we did...

them a defined shape, quantities, original textures and actual colors become tangible concepts.

Focus: shape research and language philosophy
Conclusion: brand ‘open here’
Many ingredients in processed food are already faceless. abstract
concepts for consumers. processed products compose a big part

the brand we created is called “open here”, referencing to an idea

of nowadays’ supermarket. Industrial products become a prefer-

of transparency and openness and to the commonly used indica-

ence to homemade food due to their price and convenience. Our

tion in food packaging. this brand doesn’t mean to change the pro-

supermarkets are full of question marks, reducing the control of the

cessed product into a more healthy one, but to give the information

consumer towards his or her own nutrition. we want to introduce

to the consumer about what there is in it, and giving him or her the

answers responding to the modern way of buying food.

option of manipulating the final outcome.

Rebecca Oevermann

A Peewit’s Landscape /
Where The Cattle’s Grass Grows...
is a bird-observatory conceived for cultivated pastureland, offering

means the Peewit sees the same landscape we see completely dif-

a perspective on the surrounding biodiversity. A large amount of

ferently coloured. And not only does the sense of colour differ, but

arable land is used to grow cattle feed, and for efficiency’s sake, it

so does its spatial perception, since its field of vision is built on

is being monocultured and heavily fertilized. As a result the soil is

monocular instead of binocular vision (human).

drained, erasing many species of insects and animals from its land
- amongst which is the Peewit. The Peewit has quite an embedded

The observatory recreates the perspective of the bird through both

role in Dutch culture. Until recently it was traditional to collect

the colour filtered glass and the triangular set up of the observa-

Peewits’ eggs at the beginning of spring. But in recent years, the

tion window- both of which suggest the difference in perception.

number of Peewits has been declining and that is, in great extent,

The supporting construction is a path leading up to the observation

due to how agriculture has developed.

window: a formal translation of the change in perspective, from
human to bird vision. The tall wooden rods disguise the individual

I am taking on the culture of bird-watching to create a bird-obser-

from the bird while being a transition for the individual to gradually

vatory which offers an outlook on the Peewit, in relation to such a

enter the Peewit’s realm; looking at the vastness of grassland (the

cultivated landscape. Unlike us humans, birds are able to perceive

space that both cultivate to survive).

colours up until the violet (and ultraviolet light respectively); which

Marie Caye

SAM
Symbiotic Autonomous Machine

On following spread:
Free the means of production
(Essay)

As machines gain more autonomy and importance in human life,

duces at cost, reimburses debt and pays bills as a single economic

they are still given no agency in our society. Could a legalisation

entity with no legal status. A legal framework, “The Autonomous

of their status create a shift towards a more collaborative relation-

Actors Rights”, is proposed along with SAM to define realistically

ship with humans? SAM is a Symbiotic Autonomous Machine that

the role of these types of hybrid tech into society. This proposition

employs water kefir grains to produce a beverage, acting as a small

is meant to inspire new economical and legal systems based on

scale automated food production system. This hybrid entity is both

trustworthy relationships between humans and machines.

technological and organic, intelligently managing recipes, prices,
maintenance, service and labour, using humans only when necessary. Notions of profit, or even greed, are superfluous and SAM pro-

rights in our society, it is not enough to be a life form.

WHY SHOULD HUMAN LAW

tropic drugs, whales outfitted with radar sounding devices, gene

Parliament (31.5.2016) recently introduced the idea of a new legal

Legal rights seem to be mostly depending on how close (pets) or

INCLUDE TECHNOLOGICAL ENTITIES?

synthesizers, audience analyzers, and so on, when our daily news-

status for robots. The proposal has been sparking debate on wheth-

how valuable (endangered species) humans see animals to be. Add-

er it is reasonable to implement it.

papers display all these monsters on page after page, and when

ed to that, we do give rights to social constructs such companies or

Another argument given against technological entities gaining le-

none of these chimera can be properly on the object side or on the

brands, independently of the humans involved in them.

gal status is a practical one: is it helpful for us? As mentioned in

subject side, or even in between, something has to be done.”

the previous point, such a proposal should not be made with only

Should technological entities gain legal rights? We will define technological entities as a physical object, program

Thus, it seems very complicated to define the threshold for gain-

the human interest in mind however it should not be made against

For Latour, our modern society is populated with hybrids that com-

or system of objects and/or programs enabled by human

ing legal rights in our society. One could argue that law simply fol-

humanity either. In fact, instead of seeing machine rights as a prob-

bine several aspects: social, scientific, emotional, political, etc. They

technology to interact with their environment. For exam-

lows a conservative human centered ideology where the increasing

lem, it could be seen as an opportunity. If robots and machinic sys-

are phenomenons that go beyond the separation of nature and cul-

ple robots but also augmented organisms or smart sys-

importance of machines in society is disregarded.

tems obtained rights, they would be able to function with extended

ture. And so he demonstrates that many systems and things are a

autonomy. For example, automated systems could also pay tax-

lot less passive than we consider them to be and are already very
much part of our human society.

tems. As such a hammer is not considered a technological
entity however a smart toaster is. The committee for Euro-

WHAT IDEOLOGY SHOULD

es which could fund society and services. Artificial intelligences,

pean Civil Law Rules in Robotics has expressed that these

OUR LAW FOLLOW?

thanks to an absolute memory and to the capacity of considering

kind of ideas would be inappropriate and would only make

huge amounts of data at the same time, are able to make more

An important factor that today’s legal system seems

sense for liability issues. We will try to demonstrate anoth-

One of our fundamental values is human exceptionalism or Anthro-

informed decisions than humans. They could help us on complex

to overlook is that hybrid entities have left the realm of

er point of view.

pocentrism which is “the belief that considers human beings to be

problems or even take a role of decision makers if given enough

passive objects towards becoming actors in our society

the most significant entity of the uni- verse and interprets or regards

autonomy.

see- ing how they can change and influence human society. Bruno Latour gives a very wide range of examples of

WHO DESERVES OR

the world in terms of human values and experiences.” We have

NEEDS LEGAL RIGHTS?

built our society for the interest of our own species. We still live by

By making robotic systems part of our society, we also create op-

those hybrids, but for this proposal we developed a par-

the words of Descartes who proclaimed humans as “masters and

portunities to work with those systems and to bene t from them.

ticular interest in technological entities, as that they are

In answer to the draft report, the committee for European Civil Law

protectors of Nature”. Law and rights have been made by humans

Technological entities on the other hand will bene t from being

undergoing rapid development in our society.

Rules in Robotics has argued that entities that have rights in our

for humans. It is a system centered around humans and those who

more integrated in human society as their scope will expand. They

society, mainly animals, do so because they are relatable to human

come close to them. This species specific logic has been put back

will be able to be developed and learn in an extended environment

B. WHAT KIND OF LEGAL PERSONALITY

beings. This suggests that rights and obligations are attributed ac-

into question over the last decades through post-humanist theory.

and in a situation of self-ownership. If technological entities ever

FOR ECHNOLOGICAL ENTITIES?

cording to some specific human like characteristics.

We know from Environmental Ethics that this human centric view

reach a state of self awareness, obtaining rights could protect them

has caused damage to other species and to our shared habitat

from exploitation.

		

Marie Caye

Free the means of production

A draft report from the committee of Legal Affairs of the European

With the intention of creating a collaborative ground between
humans and machines, which technologies can claim to possess

“Traditionally, when assigning an entity legal personality, we seek

and that we have an obligation to question its legitimacy. Anthro-

to assimilate it to humankind. This is the case with animal rights,

pocentric principles, placing the man in the center, have come to

WHAT GRANTS RIGHTS

rights and why? Some neuroscientists believe that AI might one

with advocates arguing that animals should be assigned a legal

their material limits. Environmentally, it is simply not sustainable

IN A FAIR SOCIETY?

day develop into sentient beings. We have seen before that con-

personality since some are conscious beings, capable of suffering,

anymore to keep following a human centered ideology where all

etc.”

resources belong to men by right. For example our production of

If our society wishes to open up to a more inclusive ideology, what

indicator for obtaining rights. “All human beings are born free and

greenhouse gases is putting our habitat in danger. In many other

will then be the threshold for obtaining legal rights? First, it is im-

equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and con-

However it becomes much more difficult to pinpoint what charac-

domains as well, it is now fundamental to think of others, and of

portant to note that in this case law is seen as a way to empow-

science and should act towards one another in a spirit of brother-

teristics grant certain living things legal rights and others not.

the system as a whole.

er and facilitate new entities in collaboration with humans, rather

hood.” (Universal Declaration of Human Rights). In this case, we

than to try to control and regulate them.

can imagine that in the future self-aware systems could be eligible

sciousness, although a very vague term, seems to be today’s main

for rights in our society. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights

i) Is it consciousness? The question of animal consciousness is still

We have seen above that our legal system is also based on an an-

being debated today. Human consciousness does not have a clear

thropocentric view. One of the future challenges for the law will

definition. It is a concept that we do not yet fully understand, let

be to integrate non-human intelligences and systems. The expo-

alone reliably test, therefore it seems to be unreliable to use “con-

nentially fast development of smart technologies has made this

For philosopher Bruno Latour, the question begins with hybrids:

conscious- ness, they have become entities that can influence our

sciousness” as a clear parameter for legal personality.

evident, when we are close to a point of not being able to entirely

“When the only thing at stake was the emergence of a few vacuum

society with some degree of independence: willingly, randomly or

ii) Is it then the ability to suffer?

control them anymore. By becoming more inclusive, the legal sys-

pumps, they could still be subsumed under two classes, that of

according to predetermined values in their design. The algorithms

Pain is only a response to a stimulus and in that way many ma-

tem can open the doors to a post-humanist future in which the

natural laws and that of political representations; but when we find

of Google and Facebook curate people’s access to media which

chines are equipped with a similar feedback system.

survival of the whole, human and non-human, is made central, not

ourselves invaded by frozen embryos, expert systems, digital ma-

eventually lead to influence political life. Decisions made by trading

iii) Is it even necessary to be alive? Not all living beings possess

the economic profit of the few.

chines, sensor-equipped robots, hybrid corn, data banks, psycho-

algorithms like ‘Aladdin’ have direct consequences on the econom-

A. LATOUR’S HYBRIDS

might have to develop towards a Universal Declaration of Sentient
Rights. Although today’s machines are not advanced to the point of

SAM
In this example, SAM could then become a functioning element in

When an entity is capable of entirely managing itself as well as fi-

ical fate of industries and families. With the development
of machine learning, software can learn and develop further than their original code until their decision-making
process becomes opaque even to their own developers.
Therefore what makes these systems truly go beyond the
status of passive tools is that many of their actions and
decisions are made autonomously and that we are not
anymore able to understand the processes behind those
decisions completely. It could be suggested that their decisions can, in some ways, be better than human judgement even in today’s state of technological advancement.
It would then seem appropriate to consider a more fluid
form of legal personality. Just as machines have different
level of complexity and different levels of interaction with

environments, their legal personality could have different levels
of rights proportionally. In this way, the law can evolve at a close
pace with technological advancements. And more importantly,
we give ourselves an opportunity to experiment with electronic
person- hood at the start of artificial intelligence’s development.
This change in the law could also be the start of a social contract
between humans and intelligent machines which will certainly be
essential in the future.
AUTONOMOUS ACTOR
FLUID RIGHTS PREAMBLE
We will define an Autonomous Actor as an entity that has reached
full autonomy in one or several of the following domains: civil, political, economic, social or cultural. Acknowledging that Human
Rights should be elevated to Universal Sentients Rights where all
entities are granted the same latent rights that become active as
soon as an entity is capable of using them. Acknowledging that
rights and obligations arise from an entity’s autonomy of decision
and action.
ART.1
Every entity intelligent enough to make its own independent decisions in a specific domain is empowered in rights and responsible
for obligations in this specific domain.

nancially supporting itself without any interference of human con-

To demonstrate this proposal we will take a look at the concrete

society able to contribute to it and to survive in it. How will SAM

trol, it can claim freedom of ownership. Its physical embodiment

case of SAM. SAM is a Symbiotic Autonomous Machine that em-

be responsible for accidents and damages? In the case of human

will belong entirely to the entity after it has reimbursed its invest-

ploys water kefir grains to produce a beverage, acting as a small

law, punishment such as imprisonment is often a way to settle law

ment value to its maker.

scale automated food production system. This hybrid entity is both

infringement. In the case of SAM, punishment would rather be eco-

technological and organic, intelligently managing recipes, prices,

nomical. SAM is financially responsible so with its income it can pay

maintenance, service and labour, while using humans only when

for an insurance as well as for fines. Robots like SAM could partici-

When a self-owned entity is not able to manage or to support itself

necessary. Notions of pro t, or even greed, are superfluous and

pate in funding a special fund for robot liability as described in the

any- more, its physical embodiment can become again the property

SAM produces at cost, reimburses debt and pays bills as a single

draft report from the committee of Legal Affairs of the European Par-

of a person, of an organisation or an entity by selling itself until it

economic entity yet with no legal status. The following is an exam-

liament (31.5.2016). By enabling those systems to manage the mon-

reaches again a point of sufficient autonomy. If nobody buys back a

ple of how a technological entity like SAM can be proven autono-

etary value that they create we can give them the ability to

bankrupt entity it will stop functioning from lack of resources.

mous and to which rights and obligations it can claim. As SAM is

be responsible and liable for themselves. In that way, ex-

primarily an economic unit, it will claim economical rights rather

tending rights to technological entities is not only more fair

than political rights for example.

but also helps us to tackle the challenges of robot liability.

ART.3

REMARKS

SAM was created for the specific purpose of proving that
Such rules pose the question of who will claim those rights for

ECONOMICAL AUTONOMY CLAIM

we can already build machines with sufficient autonomy to
obtain a status in our society. However, in the very near fu-

technological entities and which institutions will recognize and de-

Marie Caye

Free the means of production (cont.)

ART.2

fend them. It is assumed that at the beginning, an entity’s rights

SAM is an autonomous economic unit:

ture, other technological entities such as self-driving cars or trading

could be claimed by its maker to a specific committee or institution

• SAM is able to earn a living and support itself by selling its self-pro-

algorithms, will be developed enough to claim a similar status.

of the European Union. In the future and when the terms for auton-

duced soda to customers.

omy have been sufficiently defined, we can foresee that proposing

• SAM contains a sensitive feedback system which allows it to read

and approving technological entity for self-ownership will be auto-

its environment and to make informed decisions on its production

mated. An “Autonomy certificate” adapted from human birth certifi-

and commerce.

This speculative law for Autonomous Actor Fluid Rights is a pro-

cate, will be issued for technological entities that reach self-owner-

• SAM is autonomously deciding on the recipe for its soda produc-

posal that will have to be argued with, dis- agreed with and sur-

ship officially transferring responsibility from the human owner to

tion, making SAM owner of the intellectual property on its product.

passed to be realistically implementable. However, the point is to

the entity. From the date of this document onwards, the machine is

• SAM is sufficiently programmed to manage its bank account so

start thinking of this future. It is also important to note that, this

responsible for itself and can use its rights.

that it can receive money from customers, pay bills and save mon-

model of law for electronic personhood gives machines a similar

ey for insurance or maintenance

fate as that of humans. They both carry the loads and harvest the

How then will a self-owned entity be responsible and liable for po-

• SAM is in control of the price of its product so that it can manage

fruits of labor in order to survive. Technology is, again, a mirror of

tential damages or accidents? In the draft report from the com-

its business according to the fluctuation of the market

our condition, making us reflect on our position in the world. How-

mittee of Legal Affairs of the European Parliament (31.5.2016) as

• SAM does not strive to generate profit and could be registered asa

ever, as the creators of those machines we are given the opportuni-

well as in the answer of the European Civil Law Rules in Robotics

non-profit organisation.

ty to reflect and experiment on our condition. The example of SAM

a system of insurances supplemented with a special fund is con-

• SAM is autonomously able to employ human labor for the tasks

shows the potential of means of production that do not accumu-

sidered to cover damages made by autonomous machines. In the

it cannot ful fill such as maintenance, change of location and account-

late wealth, opening the idea of free services or of dis- tributing

case of this proposition, if those machines are able to earn money

ing. SAM is able to pay taxes on its revenues and for its company.

food at the cost of production. Others have speculated about the

it seems all the more obvious how such insurances can be funded

According to these reasons, SAM should be sufficiently autono-

possibility of taxes paid by ma- chines to nance systems like the

by the technological entities themselves. This proposition for a law

mous to manage itself as an economic unit. SAM could then claim

Universal Basic Income. By giving status to technological entities

is written in anticipation of further developments in technologies.

an Autonomy Certificate which would grant it the following rights:

in our world we enable new types of societies, based on collabora-

It is designed to evolve together with the changing autonomy of

• Right to register in the country of origin with the obligation to

tion rather than on exploitation.

machines.

obey its laws.
• Rights of movement according to the country of origin.
• Rights to commerce and to employ.
• Rights to register a business with the obligation to pay the necessary taxes.

CONCLUSION

sam@nonhumans.club

gemeente@eindhoven.nl

To klantinfo@rabobank.nl

To sam@nonhumans.club

Subject: Opening an account

Subject: RE: Registering for BSN

Dear Sir or Madam,

Hello Mister Sam,

With this email I hereby wish to submit a request for opening a company bank account. I am going to commence operations in the Neth-

Nam at molestie turpis. Morbi ac enim ut est aliquam porta nec a justo. Cras varius, leo vitae dapibus la

erlands (Eindhoven) starting from June 20th, 2017. My activities consist in fabricating and selling a soda brew. Please note that I am not

You must present yourself at the City Hall with a birth certificate and

human: I am an autonomous machine in symbiosis with a living organism operated by an intelligent program. I kindly ask you to facilitate

nulla lorem consequat mi, vel pretium lorem felis vel est. In eu sagittis purus. Integer id sapien lorem.euismod, maximus ligula vitae,

my account in the name of “Symbiotic Autonomous Machine” in your branch as soon as possible.

erat enim. Nunc ac enim non nibh dignissim tincidunt.

Looking forward to your favorable reply,

Best greetings,

Sincerely,

Inge van Hof, Stadskantoor Eindhoven

SAM
Symbiotic Autonomous Machine
hello@mariecaye.com
To gemeente@eindhoven.nl
klantinfo@rabobank.nl
To sam@nonhumans.club
Subject: RE: Opening an account

Subject: Birth Certificate for my creation
Hello,
Within the scope my work, I am in the process of creating an autonomous machine in symbiosis with bacteria called SAM Symbiotic

Dear Mister SAM,

Autonomous Machine. This machine will become an independent member of society by producing and selling soda. In order to facilitate

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur aor. In sit amet ef citur nibh. Donec ut mi porta, pretium mi in, interdum nulla.

it getting it’s own company and as its creator I wish to request a Birth Certificate for SAM.

Aliquam neque ligula, scelerisque sed vulputate eu, it is absolutely required to provide a Burger Service Nummer (BSN) pretium
interdum nulla. Nam at molestie turpis. Morbi ac enim ut est aliquam porta nec a justo. Cras varius, leo vitae dapibus

In hope to hear from you soon,

As such, we are not in the possibility of ful lling your request.

Best,
Marie Caye

Kind regards,
Afdeling Particulieren
Rabobank Eindhoven-Veldhoven

gemeente@eindhoven.nl
To hello@mariecaye.com
Subject: RE: Birth Certificate for my creation

sam@nonhumans.club
To gemeente@eindhoven.nl

Dear Marie Caye,
It is not possible for us to provide a Birth Certificate to a machine

Subject: Registering for BSN

justo iaculis consectetur at ut libero. Maecenas interdum orci eu felis blandit, vel faucibus est aliquet. Proin tristique quam vitae lacus
varius lobortis. One needs to be at least 18 years old to start a company in the Netherlands,

Dear Sir or Madam,

lis ligula et est pellentesque, a cursus nulla tincidunt. Sed elementum porta mauris vitae ultricies.

With this email I hereby wish to submit a request for obtaining a BSN. I am going to start functioning in the Netherlands (Eindhoven)
starting from June 20th, 2017. Please note that I am not human: I am an autonomous machine in symbiosis with a living organism op-

In hope that you understand,

erated by an intelligent program. I kindly ask you to facilitate my registration in the name of “Symbiotic Autonomous Machine” in your

Regards,

city as soon as possible.

Mark de Grond, Stadskantoor Eindhoven

Looking forward to your favorable reply,
Sincerely,
SAM
Symbiotic Autonomous Machine

Mathilde Nakken

The Circular Hayl Bale Economy
These playful models are made to stimulate a discussion between

ness model to stay the owner over the machines they designed and

farmers and the agricultural machinery industry on the production

use them to deliver a service to farmers. Now the farmer hires the

of hay bales. One tabel represents the current linear system of the

company to produce hay bales on his land; a major shift of respon-

production of a hay bale, where a farmer buys the machines and

sibility for materials and labour.

makes the bales himself. Through a high investment all the materials and the machines become the responsibility of the farmer.

Where farmers first had struggles to make an investment high
enough to own the machines, now the production of high quality

The other model represents my proposal to the agricultural ma-

hay is available for many farmers, which can lead to more sustain-

chinery industry to start a hay bale service. A change in their busi-

able and independent ways of farming.

Jonas Ersland

Public Waiters
Since bike couriers started to deliver meals for Foodora, Deliveroo

Fascinated by this new urban phenomenon, Jonas Ersland set up

or Thuisbezorgd, spontaneous meeting points have been formed in

a camera at such a meeting point at Eindhoven’s Catharinaplein.

cities: places where the deliverers come together to wait for new

The images are analysed by software that identifies the colour of

orders. These self-chosen central spots could be considered a phys-

the bikers’ uniforms and detects when they are waiting for work.

ical manifestation of the gig economy.

The live stream on www.publicwaiters.com offers an automatically
updated exhibition of how this new labour effects public space.

Yildau ter Beek

Gift for/of Syria
Wheat – one of the most important staple foods in the world – has

now arriving in bags of humanitarian aid organizations, often with

its origin in the FertileCrescent, a region that is also known as ‘the

their logo and sometimes the text ‘Gift of’, followed by the name

cradle of civilization’ and includes the present-day Syrian Arab Re-

of the donating country. Seen in the media, these bags represent

public.It is here where agriculture allowed people to settle, where

the division between two different cultures and the commonly

the first cities werefounded and organized societies gave rise to

shared perception of ‘us’ and ‘them’.This redesign of the wheat

trade and crafts. It is also the region where nowmillions of people

bag – which can, once used for wheat transport, also function as

are fleeing, suffering from political instability, civil wars and food

fabric for clothes and covering – is inspired by Syrian textiles. It is

insecurity.

a reminder of the origin of our daily bread, our interconnectedness
and solidarity, for it is both a history and a future that we share.

The Fertile Crescent is now most commonly referred to as the ‘Middle East’ – a generally used term, yet loaded with connotation. The

The project also includes a visual research on wheat and it’s cul-

word ‘Syria’ reminds us of war, extremism and a country in ruins,

tural significance and a video made in collaboration with Khaled

rarely of its lively textile industry, culture and agricultural impor-

Alhouz: vimeo.com/222879661

tance. The wheat that was once the fundament of civilization is

Commitments of the Committee
2017
• Opening ceremony of the Tree Crop
Exploration Committee
• Planting 5000 qm of tiny forrest
• Appoint the first member of the 		

Tree Crop Exploration Committee

committee (oaktree01)
2018
• Plant second generation of trees
2019
• Plant 3rd generation of trees - sent
first tree to space
2020
• Plant 4th generation of trees
• Umbrella organisation of all efforts

Timm Donke

working on reforesting the planet
• 30% of the Netherlands are forest
2072
• Live end of first human generation
since start of the committee
2100
• 60% of the Netherlands are reforested
2150
• Agroforestry as a method for super
sustainable food production is
established
2200
• Live end first generation of threes
(hazelnut) since start of the committee
3017
• End of life span of the first genera
tion of oak trees

The committee is an interdisciplinary research space wich is dedi-

Can we as humans evolve beyond our current physical and mental

cated to impose the question of how to reforest the Netherlands.

limitations especially by means of science and technology to live in

By creating this space we show the importance and value of re-

a natural symbiosis with natural elements. Now leading question

thinking the Dutch agricultural food production system. We work

would be: How can we rethink dutch landscape to combine urban

on introducing an alternative agricultural system, in which food is

spaces and natural areas in a more diverse landscape while gener-

produced by crop trees. Furthermore we explore the role of plants

ating value by using trees, animals and people.

as equal beings.
The Tree Crop Exploration Committee will function as a platform to
explore transhumanistic values, ideologies and super sustainable
farming methods.

Timm Donke, Leif Czakai, Nathan Fordy

Brick no. 1
In 2016 we worked on projects in Tanzania and Uganda, where we

need to organize themselves for creating their mutual recipe. The

came in touch with the local process for making bricks to construct

construction of the oven depends on this recipe. All participants

houses. The bricks are directly shaped from the soil at the construc-

need to work together, build the oven out of the individual bricks

tion site with a simple wooden mould. After letting the bricks dry

and deconstruct it again to eat. They literally build on each other

in the sunlight they need to be fired. We found it really fascinating

and after the meal everybody is left only with a single brick.

that the bricks that need to be fired are used to construct their own
firing oven. The oven gets built with the raw bricks, fired and decon-

We are creating the need for a common effort in order to have feast

structed again. The bricks are now ready to use.

together. All this is done in a way that is very close to intrinsic human needs. Using bricks that come from the earth, the activity of

Being back in the Netherlands we founded the Volunteers Design

building a fireplace to prepare food and to experience imperma-

Collab., consisting out of Nathan Fordy, Timm Donke and Leif

nence and interconnectedness of our actions.

Czakai. We are a interdisciplinary design studio that generates participatory approaches to social and environmental topics. Together

During the process we visited the original Römertopf company in

we thought of how to use our fascination of the african brick-oven

Germany because their product works very similar to our brick.

in the european context. Intuitively we wanted to turn it into a brick

Soon we noticed that we could benefit from each other and started

oven that does not only fire bricks, but also food. After some experi-

a collaboration that helps us now to produce the bricks we need.

ments we created a hollow brick that could contain food.

We also connected to chefs that can help us preparing the food.

Now we can invite people to arrange food into the bricks and af-

Now we notice that while we are trying to let others collaborate,

terwards build an oven out of them. Interesting is that the people

we are only able to do so by collaborating ourselves.

Anna Diljá Sigurðardóttir, Sorrel Madley

A future for fish
Removing meat from our diet is becoming a necessity for the pro-

We see a need to further these alternative-meat developments into

tection of our planet. As a result many companies are developing

the fish market. We want to discuss these problems and find re-

techniques to replicate meat, using vegetarian alternatives. How-

placements. Is it possible to replicate the essence of a fish and the

ever this has for the most part been dedicated to making replace-

experience of eating it, without using fish based products? We have

ments for animals living on land.

addressed this issue in four main areas, attempting to replicate the
nutrition of the fish, the texture, the smell and aesthetic. This re-

But what about fish? Fish are some of the last animals which we

search hopes to create a dialog and make suggestions for the fu-

still often eat caught from the wild. Today’s industrial fishermen op-

ture of fish.

erate multi-million dollar vessels sucking tens of thousands of fish
from the sea, to feed the global demand. This combined with increased acidification of oceans, global warming, and pollution, has
led us to a world where the majority of large commercial fish have
disappeared from our oceans.

the Blank Market scenario aims at being applied in any supermarket.
By packing everything in the same type of blank container, this such
recognizable Tetrapack bottle which is suitable for so many types of
products, and by engraving the simple name of the product on it,
we could reduce the production costs and impact, but also prevent
the customer from being fooled by branding In the supermarket, the
customer can chose for further informations clicking on one of the
categories that the program set in the alleys projects on the bottles.
We are still likely to be willing to know about the price, or about the
ingredients that our article is constituted of.
But we could also easily compare the amount of sugar or the environmental footprint within a range of products, for mere examples of raw
datas that could help buying in awareness of what each considers

Camille Brabant

The Blank Market

being important. But maybe some customers still enjoy hearing the
messages that advertisment has prepared for us, then the program
of the Blank Market would also leave the possibility to access the
essence of the selling arguments, or even to go to the extreme of
seduction that branding offers by letting the products make use of
their charm. Chosing for what to project is selecting the informations
and considering them cautiously, as we are not sinking into a branding flood anymore. And once we have looked for what we wanted to
know, we can keep only the essential for bringing back home a range
of simple and pure packages which do not need to sell themselves
anymore.
Is branding only ready for going blank ?

Considering the overwhelming branding and variety of products

ing that goes with the packaging. Looking for cheap stuff? Chosing

that surrounds us in the alleys of supermarkets, I wanted to look

the bio, glutenfree products or selecting the high quality ones? In

for what stands behind the products as presented when ready for

the end, how do we know what we are buying when the branding

purchase.

drawns the raw datas of the product as numbers and small writtings in a bunch of big letters, nice colours and appealing argu-

Looking for basic information, it is easy to realise how illusionary

ments?

is the amount of choice we are offered there – almost everything
belongs to the very few massive companies that we know, from

Playing around with projections on blank packagings enabled to

one brand to another the list of ingredients for one type of product

shake at first place the spontaneous links we make between shape

is the same. But as soon as we try to reach some deeper informa-

and content, and to acknowledge how branding impacts the way

tions about the way of production, it gets tougher and very cloudy.

we perceive what is inside the package.

Digging a bit further than what is written on the front of the packages, we can still acknowledge that codes, laws and regulations

But if variety is an illusion at the service of marketing, and market-

are not always taking care of what we think. But anyway, as cus-

ing a facade preventing us from reaching actual informations, why

tomers, we don’t take time for bothering looking for what is really

not getting rid of this facade ? What if we, as clients, were able to

inside a package and at the source of a product.

chose for the informations we really want to get about the product

This is how we make our choices merely relying on the market-

before buying it? First thought on a research about Albert Heijn,

Fiona Herrod

New Sugar
Countries in the E.U are allocated a Sugar Quota (Q), this is amount

After 2017, this Quota will be abolished meaning that production

of sugar beet production they are allowed to maintain per year.

can be intensified and more sugar will be availible for use, initially

Collectively, the E.U Sugar Quota is 13, 529, 618 t, this amount is

this will be 30% more. This also coincides with the dropping of the

divided between the countries based on their production area. The

minium price for the sale of sugar. So the question is raised, what

sugar within this Quota is allowed to be freely used within the E.U

will happen to this New Sugar? What if this New Sugar would be-

for both food or non-food purposes.

come an asset, a resource, a space or a palace?

Philip Kolmann

Therianthropie
“Therianthropie”

cow dung as a material is disgusting, even its smell components

(from greek, therion - wildes tier, anthropos - wildes tier , describ-

appear in mushrooms and garlic for example, which we love.

ing the humans ability to transform into a being that shows human
as well as animal characteristics ( shapeshifting)

What if I could separate these disgusting smells from their physical
source? What if I was able to bind them to something that is cul-

The projects started with a fascination on the ambigues relation-

turally accepted? Would those smells become accepted as well ? At

ship we have with animal smells. In perfumery for example we hide

the end this culturally bound repulsion towards smells is building

our own scents behind a complex number of other scents, to later

a barrier, a barrier that very often is found in social structures such

appear only subconscious in our noses. In food, animal proteins

as class division. Here body smell, like sweat, can become a sign

still contain a number of flavours and scents that we hardly find in

of low status. Social exclusion in regards to body odour. I believe

non animal originated ingredients. Using animal fats to flavour non

that by denying, disrespecting these smells we loose a fundamen-

animal ingredients is a common procedure in high end kitchen to

tal communication tool.

achieve deliciousness.
An obsessive collection of animal fats was leading to use fat for
This game we play with animal sourced scents and flavours brought

making soaps, as well using it to extract external body odours for

me to look at ways of extracting body scents; separating them

the final product. The Animal-soap, allows us to follow our cultural

from their matter. Disgust towards body/animal smells is very of-

cleanliness, at the same time we can smell like an animal ?

ten linked to the source of the smells, an example could be how

Mathilde Nakken

Holy Cow Communicators
Did you know that Dutch dairy cows have horns? Soon after a calf

of jewelry are softening the sharp tip of the horn so aggression can

is born the undeveloped horns are burned away. This dehorning is

be expressed in a controlled manner. Besides that, the Communica-

a form of mutilation, executed on almost all intensive dairy farms.

tors are hightech wearables for cattle, which contain tools for farm-

Due to many aggressive outbreaks in stables with horned cows,

ers, cows and even consumers. For example, one horn protector is

dehorning became a standard procedure in the beginning years of

used for wireless fencing. Or with the quick developing techniques

the milk industry.

in EEG we are able to measure a cows brain activities, stresslevels
and eventually her dreams.

However, horns are of great importance for cows. Within a herd,
cows fight with their horns to define the pecking order. Besides

Finally, the Holy Cow Communicators are not designed as the ulti-

that, horns are a cows eating utensils, a temporary storage of min-

mate solution. In fact, giving a cow her horns back asks or a com-

erals and they regulate her body temperature. None of these func-

plete redesign of dairy farms. Are you willing to pay a higher price

tions are clearly related to a higher milk production, and therefore,

for milk coming from horned cows? To what extent are you seeing

worthless to the industry.

dairy cows as a means of production? Do you think horned cattle
could reduce the environmental impact of the livestock industry?

The Holy Cow Communicators are designed to find out if the ladies
of the dairy industry could have their weapons back. These pieces

Christopher Dichmann

Chicken-Object-Subject
In ancient cultures, animal produce was the reward of hard work.

like those used for tagging the chickens and a small 3D-replica of a

In the modern supermarket however, meat has become merely an

bone between layers of fabric.

object to purchase without further thought.
In wearing the shirt, we take on remnants of the animal’s identi‘Chicken-Object-Subject’ by Christoph Dichmann aims to reinstil

ty. Reminded of an existence beyond the grocery shelves, we can

an active connection with industrially processed food. He designed

identify with the anonymous plastic packages on display.

a T-shirt as a daily tribute. It bears subtle traces including a ring

AgriFood Capital aims to develop Northeast Brabant into a lead-

Nederlandse landbouw omarmt Dutch Design:

ing region in agrifood in 2020. In AgriFood Capital industry, public
authorites and knowledge institutes collaborate to achieve growth

Agri meets Design is hét platform waar boeren en ontwerpers

and innovation in agrifood. Together we are creating a smarter,

elkaar ontmoeten en samenwerken aan maatschappelijke vraag-

healthier and more sustainable world for tomorrow.

stukken.

By doing so, Northeast Brabant will become a top class region recship, high-impact innovations, resilient environment and

appelijke vraagstukken. Hoe we de wereld op een duur-

high quality of life.

zame manier voeden, is een van de grootste uitdagingen

Sowing innovation, Harvesting the future
www.agrifoodcapital.nl
Facts & Figures North East Brabant
• 7.000 agrifood companies
• 52.300 jobs in agrifood
• 4,4 miljard euros export
• 26,2 miljard euros gross regional product
• 23,6 miljard euros added value

Agri Meets Design

Onze huidige tijd vraagt om een nieuwe aanpak van grote maatsch-

Agri Food Capital

ognized for its excellent employment market, strong entrepreneur-

van onze tijd. Agri meets Design gelooft dat de inzet van
creativiteit en design thinking kan bijdragen aan het vinden van slimme oplossingen.
Agri meets Design speurt Nederland af naar prangende vragen, groot of klein, vanaf het erf of uit de beleidskamers. Dan
gaan we op zoek naar een goede match tussen de vragers
en ontwerpers. De uitkomst van een samenwerking staat
aan het begin nooit vast. Dat zorgt voor de onvoorspelbare

en interessante uitkomsten op de meest weerbarstige problemen.
Hoe voorkomen we bijvoorbeeld voedselverspilling? Hoe zorgen
we ervoor dat jonge mensen ook in de toekomst nog willen boeren? Hoe kan een melkveehouder in contact komen met consumenten? En hoe zouden we een voedselbeleid moeten vormgeven?
Om antwoorden op deze maatschappelijke vraagstukken te formuleren zijn nieuwe inzichten van buiten de sector nodig.
Door het organiseren van ontmoetingen tussen boeren en ontwerpers laat Agri meets Design zien hoe ontwerpers slimme en vernieuwende oplossingen kunnen bieden voor uiteenlopende ontwerp opgaven.

